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Welcome! 
You are reading ChangeAbility, a newsletter published by Business 
Coach Urs Koenig.  
 
To subscribe or unsubscribe go to the bottom of this message 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
IN THIS ISSUE: 
I How to Give Effective Feedback 
II What is the Single Best Interview Question Ever Asked (and the 

Best Answer)? 
III Cascade 1,200 km ride: Urs Posts Fastest Time and Course Record 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
ChangeAbility brings you actionable, hands-on tips and cool resources 
for starting or building your business on a bimonthly basis.  
 
Want a friend or colleague to read ChangeAbility? Please forward this 
issue with a brief personal note. Thanks for your support! 
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I never sell or give away subscriber info 

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
I How to Give Effective Feedback 
 
As a successful business owner, you do not accept failure but transform 
problems into opportunities to learn and grow. 
 
A key to your success is the ability to give and receive effective feedback. 
Giving effective feedback helps you and your people to learn, grow and 
change. 
 



As a business owner it is your responsibility to create an environment 
where giving and receiving constructive feedback is the norm. Effective 
teams regularly exchange feedback between all members. Giving 
feedback should not be a once or twice a year activity, but rather a 
continual process.  
 
Make sure to be well prepared when giving feedback: keep a file for each 
employee with specific examples and prepare notes for the 'feedback 
meetings' and practice giving feedback in role plays with your coach. 
 
Use and practice the following guidelines for giving effective feedback. 
Remember, the way you give feedback determines whether it is accepted 
and acted upon! 
 
 
GUIDELINES FOR GIVING FEEDBACK 
 

(1) Use the Sandwich Strategy: 
(1) Something positive ("You did a great job with the presentation 
this morning." (2) Something to improve ("I don't think you 
answered Maria's question very well because…..)" (3) Something 
positive ("Your finish was very punchy!") 

(2) Feedback should describe specific behavior, not judge a person. 
NOT: "You don't do well in those types of situation." BUT: "I 
thought the comment you made to Jo was not thought through." 

(3) Feedback should be constructive, not negative. 
NOT: "You screwed up!" BUT: "Well, that did not go well at all, 
what can we do to improve the situation?" 

(4) Feedback needs to be factual, specific, accurate and not vague. 
NOT: "That presentation was useless!" BUT "Your presentation 
does not communicate our product's benefits effectively. In 
particular slide 5, 7, 9 need to be cleaned up." 

(5) Feedback should be about behavior the person can change, not 
about situations outside the person's control. 

(6) Feedback should be prompt. The best feedback is in 'real time' 
when both sides can recall the context of the situation.  

 
And remember: Praise in public and criticize in private! 

 
 

 
II What is the Single Best Interview Question Ever Asked (and the 
Best Answer)? 



The purpose of any interview is simple: to determine whether the 
candidate can do the job.  
 
An interview should therefore be a roll-up-your-sleeves, hands-on 
meeting where all the focus is on the job. Think of the interview as the 
candidate's first day at work with only one question that matters: 
+++"What is your plan for getting this job done?"+++ 
 
To successfully answer that, the candidate must demonstrate an 
understanding of your business problems, challenges, and goals. Since 
you do want to make a great hire and get back to work, why not help the 
best candidate succeed?  
 
A week before the interview, call up the candidate and say the following: 
"I want you to show me how you are going to do this job. That is going to 
take a lot of homework. I suggest you read through our and our 
competitor's websites, review the following publications and speak with 
these three people. When you are done you should have something useful 
to tell me." This will eliminate 9 out of 10 candidates. Only those who 
really want the job will put in the effort (note: you might choose to adapt 
this assignment according to the type of business and position. The point 
is to have the candidate prepare for a real 'working meeting').  
 
In the actual interview, you should expect the candidate to show you how 
hiring her will benefit your business. This means you should expect her to 
walk you through how she will help to solve the company's problems step 
by step (or even demonstrate certain skills on the spot if it is a more 
hands-on job).  
 
The details do not need to be right, but if the candidate demonstrates an 
understanding of your most pressing issues and lays out a clear plan of 
attack, adding something to your bottom line - you have an excellent 
reason for hiring. 
(adapted from a memo by Nick Corcodilos in July's issue of Fast Company p. 72)  
 
 
III Cascade 1,200 km Ride: Urs posts Fastest Time and Course 
Record 
 
On  Monday June 26th at 1142 am I finished the Cascade 1,200 km (760 
mile ride) in 53 hrs 42 minutes. I finished with the fastest time and clearly 
broke the course record. I am very happy with my performance. 
 



Including all stops, I averaged 14 miles/hr (23 km/hr). I spent twice 1.5 
hrs sleeping. The first sleep break was after 345 miles, the second after 
600 miles. 
 
I exceeded my expectations and more than reached my RAAM qualifying 
goal of sub 65 hrs. It was a beautiful but very hot (up to 100 degrees) ride 
around WA State. The winds were very favorable and my crew with chief 
Ken Barnes, massage therapist Tamara Fairly (Lake Side Massage) and 
chiropractor Mike Lewis http://www.lewischiro.net/ were incredible 
supporting me through the ride. 
 
 

+++++LET ME KNOW WHAT YOU THINK+++++ 
Simply reply to this newsletter. I welcome your feedback! 
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